
Goals & Needs
Personalized suggestions for destinations and itineraries based on a 
set of parameters, which allows her to narrow down possibilities.

“It would be lovely if there's a facility, maybe a website for example, where you tell it what kind  
 of holiday you want, what kind of hotel you would like, where you're starting from, where  
 would you like to go, and then how many days you have, what sort of attractions do you love to  
 go to? And then it turns out a few different options for you. That would be great.” (PRO)

Immersive information (like videos and beautiful landscape pictures) 
that make her empathize with the places she is going to visit.

“I just didn't get a good sense of how authentic the trip would be and while it does fit the   
 description of what I like, like an emerging country I just couldn't get a sense of what it's really  
 like or if they just put together, the trip is so touristy that you really wouldn't get an   
 understanding of the people who struggle. So sometimes if it doesn't sit with me emotionally,  
 or I feel like I'm just going to go on this fake, have a fake experience, I won't do it.” (PG)

“From wherever we can access still photos from travelers. I might even go on Google Maps and  
 have a satellite or street view adventure, virtual adventure.” (PRO)

Roadmaps and itineraries involving activities like climbing, biking and 
kayaking, and also beautiful spots for photo-shooting.

“We like to be a little more active. It's more like bike riding or walking or hiking tours or walking  
 up mountainside. Some museums, or some city just to throw that in there.” (PRO)

“And because we like going out and about and walking and hiking and kayaking and things like  
 that, so we want to kind of cram it.”  (PG)

Last-minute solutions for long-distance and exotic destinations 
allowing her to book short term.

“The other place is the Galapagos. That, to me, feels like it's very far down the list. I don’t know.  
 I think because it just feels to me like it's not something we can plan in a relatively short time.”  
 (PRO)

Emma
Explorer
Female, 62 years old

Bio
She lives with her husband in their 

country of origin, and works full-time for a 

large law firm. She owns a house in 

Europe that they use as a base for 

travelling to other continents; she also 

goes to Europe at least once a year to visit 

her family.

Their journey had 
been highly curated 
by a top-end luxury 
holiday company, 
which actually was 
a bit too safe for us. 
I wanted a little bit 
of danger, a little bit 
of adventure.”

“
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Depth of Research

Travel Habits
She fancies trips to remote and exotic places that include a lot of unusual and 
adventurous activities. As a couple, they tend not to cover touristic and over-crowded 
paths and prefer to explore less known places.

“We actually like to go places that are more remote, so it's more of an adventure for us. So it might  
 be a bit of trekking, maybe taking the vehicle up to precarious rocky places.” (PRO)

“We're very active when we go on holiday. My husband and I, we're not lying-on-beach type of   
 people. We never, ever do that. So for us it's about going and spending lots of time going out and  
 about and looking at things. We like walking, just doing lots of activities.” (PG)

“We both, we like immersive experiences so we'd like to be, no need to go to super touristy places,  
 we've done all that in Italy. Being somewhere maybe a little bit off the beaten track where it's just  
 not overrun by people that look like us is always appealing.” (PRO)

She travels for maximum two weeks, and typically off-season due to work reasons, 
and because she likes to visit places when they are not flooded by tourists.

“It just is too much organizing and just too much ... It would probably not be appreciated as well if I  
 disappeared every year for three weeks. That's sort of over and above.” (PG)

“We like to travel off season. It's just less stress. It's easier to plan for work purposes. It's also less   
 busy.” (PRO)

She is an experienced amateur photographer, always looking for 
beautiful landscapes and secret spots to capture with her camera.

“We're also avid photographers, so we will always look for that kind of opportunity. (...) We booked  
 a wedding photographer in Venice, who promised to take us to unusual photo spots in Venice.”   
 (PG)

On her bucket list are places where they haven’t been, and experiences 
she has not done yet. They usually don’t repeat the same destination 
twice but if they do, they’ll uncover new angles to it.

“Well, it's an area that we haven't been to, and since we haven't been there we're exploring the   
 world as we can.” (PRO)

“So I have a bucket list and I have things that I have not done in my life. My husband and I  both   
 traveled extensively, but didn't do everything of course.” (PG)

She feels like she doesn’t need to do a lot of research beforehand.
She just looks for places and activities out of curiosity.

“We don't over-research destinations to the nth degree because we have traveled quite a lot. By no  
 means have we been everywhere, but we're fairly familiar with the kinds of places that we're likely to  
 go to.” (PG)

“We're very active when we go on holiday. My husband and I, we're not lying-on-beach type of   
 people. We never, ever do that. So for us it's about going and spending lots of time going out and  
 about and looking at things. We like walking, just doing lots of activities.” (PG)

“I'm just curious. Just curiosity. Just a desire to ... I like to know what I'm doing.” (PG)

She usually starts the process of collecting information for her next trip by asking 
friends and family members. She often relies on recommendations from friends and 
other travelers, and she both reads and writes reviews online.

“I would probably first of all start by asking friends and family. So a lot of our friends are very   
 well-traveled. My sister and her husband travel all the time. So I would probably start with that, and  
 then I'd probably also look online.” (PG)

“I'm a Google local guide and then I'm also fairly highly-ranked on TripAdvisor, so I do participate in  
 reviewing and leaving my opinions on the Internet. So I rely heavily on those types of sources to   
 help me.” (PRO)

“We have friends who are experienced travelers and they might have experienced something or   
 gone to places where we haven't been or things that we have left out.” (PG) 

She uses a mobile app to store all the travel information, because she prefers having 
them all in the same place and with her all the time.

“I used the TripIt app, and stored some information in there just to have it all in one place for me.   
 Yeah, so it's just storing your basic travel information. Flights, all the flight information, if you have  
 a rental car, you can put the info in there. It'll send you reminders about upcoming trips and hotel  
 stays.” (PRO)

“As you upload that app for instance, you can also have all of your tickets electronically on your   
 phone. So you don't even have to print them out. You can print them out for back-up.” (PG)

She has a relaxed attitude when things don’t match her expectations, since she lives 
for the day when travelling. She learns from her mistakes and takes stock of them.

“I learned the hard way when I was off by – you know, when you're flying and it's the next day and   
 you're off. I actually screwed up my stuff and I learned.” (PG)

“We were in Cuzco for an hour and a half. You have a hotel room, but you can't sleep. Just a lot of  
 logistics that are challenging. I, personally, don't mind it that much, but it was difficult and I   
 understand.” (PG)

Information Gathering

Considering her workload, planning for her is time-consuming and feels 
like work; she also prefers having no constraints on time or scheduled 
activities, leaving time for serendipity.

“Not that I don't enjoy it, but it's time-consuming. Even with all the great resources out there, there's  
 a crazy abundance of travel data.” (PRO)

“So we'll get into town, we'll play it by ear. We're gonna go to pubs and drink a lot of Guinness and  
 just what I would call, have a pretty low-key holiday in terms of not really getting too heavily into   
 choreographed activity but still having fun.” (PG)

“If you've got it all mapped out in too much detail, you just sort of feel like you're ticking things off a  
 list rather than improvising on the floor.” (PRO)

She likes to profit from other people’s experiences, because she feels she 
is saving a lot of time, while others have worked hard researching and 
planning.

“I think in general is because if someone I know I can trust has been somewhere and they've   
 enjoyed it (...) so I kind of feel like they've done the hard work of researching for us.” (PRO)

“What would make my life easier. Somebody that thinks like me to do the work for me. A nice   
 doppleganger.” (PG)

She uses travel agents only when it comes to booking elaborate 
itineraries. She appreciates them solving any issues they might have, and 
also their experience in getting better rates.

“We use a travel agent for more complex bookings, like if we're going multi-destination, if we feel   
 our travel agent (...) can book more favorable rates.” (PRO)

“The advantage of a travel agent, of course, is that you can just call them and they can fix any issues  
 you've got. I was in Shanghai a couple of years ago and my house flooded and I needed to get   
 back, so I just phoned my travel agent and she just organized my return fares and my insurance and  
 everything else. She made it quite simple.” (PG)

Planning

Booking
She doesn’t like to organize her trips in advance, and usually books last 
minute because she can get good deals this way.

“We tend to be very last minute when it comes to holidays.” (PRO)

“But we're not big forward planners, to be honest with you. We tend to be quite short-term.” (PG)

“The China, Japanese thing we did almost last minute last year 'cause it was such a good offer.” (PG)

She is used to booking online, and checks out both travel and hotel 
websites.

“I have one favorite airline that I fly with. I just look up a schedule that fits, and book the trip, and   
 find some way to get to the airport.” (PG)

“Online. A lot of online. Booked B&Bs online independently. We did use Costco. I can't remember if  
 we used Costco that time or not. We used Costco to book at least the trip over to Costa Rica.”   
 (PRO)

She cross-checks airfares with travel agents to see if she can get a good 
deal.

“As far as air ticket is concerned, normally I check online first. (...) then the next thing is I'll give the  
 opportunity to a travel agent or one or the other. And check if they can match it or better it.” (PG)

Pre-booking process

Legend: PRO = Prospects   PG = Past Guests
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Paul

Planner
Male, 54 years old

Bio

Paul is a top-notch business consultant 

whose job has taken him around the world 

multiple times. He even lived abroad 

extensively with his family, moving between 

continents. 

He is married and has two teenaged 

children.

I actually find it 

[planning the trip]

to be my therapy. So, 

I find it therapeutic. 

(...) It makes me feel 

really good about 

doing the whole 

process. And I also 

feel in control.”

“
Main Quote

Goals & Needs

Much more detailed information about itineraries, excursions and 

logistics.

“One thing that comes to mind is thinking about how much time you need to spend not just  
 doing the looking for things but also how you plan. Say, for example, you were in a place for 
only one day. How should you best use your time there? Because I think again you can under or 
overestimate how much time you've got.” (PG)

“I had to get her a visa when we got to Kuala Lumpur. And everything on the internet said that  
 she didn't need one, that she could have a visa on arrival. And when we got there we found out  
 that wasn't true.” (PRO)

A trustful, unbiased source of information.

“Then you have to cross-check the information on that hotel with other sites to make sure that  
 that's correct. It would've been nice to have a trusted source to know if you go on that website,  
 these hotels or bed and breakfasts or whatever are truly vetted, and you can trust that   
 information.” (PRO)

A richer description of the experience they are going to live to 

understand if it’s worth it.

“I'd like to know more about the character of the place. I think they could be much more   
 conversational in the way that they describe. Maybe they could get people who maybe write  
 articles that you could then have a link to. Or someone who's taken some amazing kind of  
 video or photography, or just some way that gives you more of a kind of a much more enriching  
 experience.” (PG)

Some inspirational resources to deepen their knowledge about the 

destinations.

“They're often somewhat sketchy. And I've never seen them include additional enrichment   
 material. I think it would be great to say, well, you're going to be in Munich, here's three books  
 you might want to look at before you go. Yale does that with their tours. They'll have   
 recommended reading before you go on the tour. I've never seen a cruise line do that, and  
 maybe there's not a demand for it, but as long as I'm getting a vote, that's mine.” (PG)
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Travel Habits

They take trip vacations according to both their work schedule and their children’s 
school schedule.

“Generally, the top end of what we can travel right now with our business responsibilities and the kids  
 is about 15 days.” (PG)

“Trying to get all the schedules to mash up and get everybody in one place at one time is not easy.”  
 (PRO)

Although he likes to explore new destinations, he doesn’t mind going back to ones 
enjoyed in past trips. He often adjusts itineraries to include visits to friends abroad.

“So we've got this kinda tension between doing things that are brand new and doing things that   
 we've done before.” (PG) 

“Our trips are always around places where we can hook up with and meet up with people. Or go to  
 places we haven't been to before or places we've been to and we really love.” (PG)

They also established their own family traditions and have preferred accommodations.

“In Jamaica, we go to a very nice, sort of high-end, all-inclusive resort. Booked a suite resort. So it's  
 pretty expensive. But we do that every Christmas. And bring the kids.” (PG)

“There's actually a bit of a place we love going to every time we go to Scotland, it's called in the   
 Inverlochy Castle Hotel, is actually a genuine Scottish castle.” (PRO)

Upcoming travels are chosen by balancing geography, personal interests and new 
perspective on repeating destinations.

“The bucket list will always include probably even places that we have been to, but then we actually  
 go to other places, okay? (...) I know really the country inside out, but I have never looked at Japan  
 from a cruise point of view.” (PG)

“So, it's really more around parts of the world that we haven't been to, rather than specific (...) I think  
 we're probably changing a bit now to bucket list being almost the journey, rather than the   
 destination, right. I think we're really enjoying this high-end cruises to really nice, neat places. I   
 suspect that those are gonna become... I'm intending to sort of retire in about four years or so. So, I  
 mean that's the sort of stuff that we would intend to do a lot more of.” (PG)

Their bucket list, which is digitally stored, is filled up with contributions from all family 
members.

“We had talked about several different destinations, most of them, I would say the majority of them  
 in Europe. And we narrowed it down to about I want to say five or six that we thought were feasible  
 both financially and as far as time wise. And then, we all kind of voted on our top 3 individually and  
 then folded it together.” (PRO)

Inspiration for future travels come from direct research or from friends’ and family 
recommendations.

“With Mexico, my daughter had some friends that stayed at this location. So it just caught on with   
 her, and she suggested, "Hey, why don't we all go and rent a large house and stay all together?"   
 Which we did.” (PRO)

“Then it's just seeing maybe an article in Conde Nast or stuff like that, maybe on the internet,   
 something that pops up that gives us a thing.” (PG)

“Australia, we've never been. Like I said, we've never been. I have a first cousin that lives there, he  
 travels over here, so it's not that we haven't seen each other. But I've heard so much about that   
 country, and New Zealand.” (PRO)

Given his extensive knowledge of countries and cultures around the world, he is not 
starting his research from scratch.

“So I lived in the Philippines, I lived in Hong Kong and I lived in Japan. So obviously because of that,  
 you know also about the seasonalities. You know when you want to travel where in what season and  
 what season is probably not a good idea, whether it is because it's extremely busy or let's say   
 extremely unpleasantly hot or it could be the rainy season or it could be even a typhoon season.”  
 (PG)

He is very thorough in collating information and extremely detailed data about 
activities, locations, restaurants, and accommodations. He tends to research as many 
sources as possible, comparing and cross-referencing.

 “Well, I tend to over-research everything. I like to kind of get in and see all the details myself.”   
 (PRO)

“Plus, when you're investigating a hotel, or an apartment, you need to see what the neighborhood is  
 like. (...)  And then you can go on Google Earth and find the church, and kinda get the general   
 alignment and see exactly where it is (...) You're really never surprised if you do the homework. And  
 one of the worst things you can do is spend $30,000 on a trip, and then go someplace and be   
 disappointed.” (PG)

“[You should] consider as many sources as you can for ideas and information.
 Like falling down a rabbit hole.” (PRO)

He doesn’t completely trust online reviews, which, in his opinion, could be biased; he 
uses them in an opportunistic way, to pull out additional details from them.

“If you were reading the TripAdvisor reviews for example for Florence, Italy, often times little things  
 would pop up in the reviews about places that people had gone (...)  that might be off the beaten  
 path that I might not have considered otherwise.” (PRO)

“Then you go on TripAdvisor and check on top ten. Alright, so I got the top tens already sort of   
 sorted out.” (PG)

Being a detail-oriented and a pretty organized person, he stores and categorizes the 
information in digital formats, whether they are documents or spreadsheets. He also 
ensures the files are backed-up and accessible while travelling.

“I type everything up in a Word document (...) If it's a booking confirmation via email, so I would   
 save all those emails in a specific folder as well on my phone. And I make sure I can access that   
 Word document on my phone as well.” (PG)

“Usually I put it in my computer, then I put it in a folder under travel on that particular destination   
 city. So it's all in one place, and then before I go, then (...) before I go, then I transfer it to my   
 phone so I have a copy on my phone.
 Also, I'll print it out and keep a copy in a folder” (PRO)

Information Gathering

He is an obsessive planner who wants to keep everything under control. His need of 
detailed planning comes from fear of surprises and of the unexpected.

“I like to know what I'm doing. I like to be prepared. I don't like big surprises.” (PG)

“One of the things Lisa wants to do is a helicopter tour, so we'll search Kawaii helicopter tours. And  
 then, having found a few, I actually, before we get in a helicopter – I'm kind of a nervous Nellie – I  
 will go to the national transportation safety board and look at their safety record.” (PG)

“I would Google it and I would say 'Any issues with' and then put the name of the ship or 'With this  
 company' or... actually I work in a big law firm, if I'm really interested I'll look to see if anybody is   
 suing them.” (PG)

He doesn’t trust anyone else to do the planning for him. He involves his wife just for 
an inspiration or for a final validation of his choices, rather than for an actual 
contribution on planning. He might share some of his research with the family to 
stimulate their curiosity.

“I show the boys pictures of the sites that we're trying to get to. For example, Sigiriya Rock Temple,  
 we might watch a short video about it. (...)  I might even go on Google Maps and have a satellite or  
 street view adventure, virtual adventure. So take them through quite in detail, to get them excited  
 about visiting for themselves. I wouldn't involve them at all in any of the logistics.” (PRO)

“I'm the one who figures it out. I'll get online and start looking for things. I've gotten my antenna   
 out all the time. And then once I figure out kind of what my wife will agree to and I know her   
 parameters, and then we'll decide whether we want to do.” (PG)

“I would say I do primary research and then the decision typically is made with some type of   
 collaboration or back and forth with my wife.” (PRO)

He doesn’t rely on travel agents for planning nor booking, since he doesn’t trust 
them to be as detailed-oriented as he is.

“I wanna do research, I wanna know what's there. 
 The nice thing is by the time I'm finished doing that, I know a heck of a lot more about where we're  
 going than if I let some travel agent do it.” (PG) 
“I never use travel agents. I never use anybody to help me book trips. I just book myself, based on  
 the websites and stuff.” (PG)

Planning

He prefers booking their trips online, either through travel sites or directly with hotels 
and companies.

“All independently. We booked our own flights, we booked our own hotels and our own B&Bs. Yeah.  
 All independently.” (PRO)

“I'm very comfortable doing all of that myself. I quite enjoy booking the trips.” (PG)

He cares about getting the best price as part of his research on planning. He does it 
by cross-referencing different sites.

“The other thing is, prices. I shop around extensively, right? And I don't trust somebody else to do  
 that as well as I would myself. So when I find a hotel through TripAdvisor, you know, I'll go on   
 Booking.com, I'll check the room rate on Booking.com, then I'll go to the hotel website, I'll check  
 their direct price. (...) You could be quite surprised how much of a difference you can get when you  
 shop around like that.” (PG)

Booking

Pre-booking process

Legend: PRO = Prospects   PG = Past Guests
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Sam

Stable
Male, 73 years old

Bio

Sam is a retired business man and Navy 

officer, which brought him to travel a lot 

across continents. He is enjoying this 

quiet stage of life with his wife, since their 

children left the nest a few years ago.

It's a matter of:

do we have friends 

going somewhere? 

Hey, let's go with 

them! And not really 

think about where 

we want to go, but 

that they've already 

booked theirs.”
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Goals & Needs

Finding the ideal travel company for them, one they could trust and 

go back to.

“Then we've gravitated towards the luxury line. We've done Regent, Seven Seas. We've done  
 Seabourn twice and this will be our second Silversea. The real reason is we're looking for one  
 line to stick with.” (PG)

“Our cruise line of choice is Celebrity. We started sailing with them probably about 20 years ago.  
 (...) Anyway, we've been sailing with them for a while and whenever we get a chance, we go  
 with them because, number one, it's just like flying with the same airline or something, you  
 collect affinity points for dealing with the same people all the time.” (PRO)

Clearer information on excursions and travel tips to set their 

expectations right.

“As an example, on our last trip on Seabourn, I'm pretty good at reading between the lines on  
 shore excursions, but I fell for one that was just primarily a shopping trip, and we missed what I  
 would have much preferred to see in the area. So that would help a lot, that kind of   
 information.” (PG)

“That's the good thing we like about using, when we did Tauck was you really didn't have to  
 worry about anything. Everything was pretty much taken care of for you, when you use a good  
 company like that. (...) And they give you all the heads up about visas and cash you should  
 bring, and what diseases you should be concerned about and that kind of thing. They give you  
 a good, you have a good understanding of what's expected.” (PG)

Advice on both weather at destinations and suggested attire on 

board.

“So I didn't realize that going in December around New Years, which is when we like to go,  
 that's when the greatest risk of just terrible fog and smog is (...) For example, we went to the  
 Taj Mahal, but we couldn't see it, we could go in it but it was all fogged in. I guess I need to  
 pay more attention about not just weather, temperature.” (PG)

“It would be good to know about when's the best time of the year to go. So like something  
 around a calendar. And then the other thing, I know this is a real aside, I would really like help  
 with my wardrobe.” (PG)

Travel Habits

Given their relaxed schedule, they spend quite some time traveling in different 
moments of the year. They indulge themselves in long trips that could last up to three 
months.

“So we were on a Silversea expedition ship and we went down to the Antarctic. But that was part of  
 a much bigger trip, because basically we went away for just over three months.” (PG)

He plans mostly slow-paced vacations, often as a combination of long itineraries, 
alternating land and sea, depending upon the area of interest and destination.

“We fly to South Africa and then we go onto the Chobe River. We'll board the AmaWaterways boat  
 there for a little four day cruise on the Chobe River. And then we'll see Victoria Falls and we'll go to  
 Johannesburg and then we'll end up in Tanzania.”(PG)

“It appeals to our sensibility of slow living. Smaller boats, upscale experience, it's all about chilling  
 out and eating good food, and then getting off the boat to a really cool destination and being able  
 to see a lot of things, and get back on the boat.” (PRO)

He likes long-term, reliable relationships with people, and this transfers to his 
relationship with travel companies. He likes going back to a familiar environment 
where his expectations are always met.

“Silversea is a known brand to us. My wife, in particular, likes the familiarity with getting on board,   
 because we know exactly where everything is, how everything works. It’s more like meeting a load  
 of people you know, like old buddies rather than new.” (PG)

“Well, about 12 years ago I wanted to go to Africa, and Abercrombie and Kent is very well known   
 for its safaris and so we chose [them and] had a terrific experience with A & K, and then Brazil was  
 my seventh trip with A & K; I went to Morocco with them, went to ... Gosh, a bunch of places.”   
 (PG)

His bucket list is constrained by their ability to undergo itineraries and destinations.
It is not formalized, and he discusses it with his spouse.

“Sometimes it's just that we've kind got a list sort of in our heads. And with my husband and I, for us  
 it's about doing things before we get too old to do them.” (PG)

Their trips are inspired mostly by their friends’ plans and suggestions. He doesn’t 
mind going back to a destination they know or repeating an itinerary or a cruise, as 
long as the company is good.

“All our friends are going to be empty-nesters too; that type of travel we're looking to book more   
 with our friends.” (PRO)

“Well, we actually met three couples that we became really good friends with, and one of the   
 couples are traveling all the time. At the time we visited them, we decided to go on a cruise   
 together, the Silver Sea cruise to Iceland with them. We never thought much about going to   
 Iceland, but when I looked into it, it was just fantastic.” (PG)

His way of collecting the initial information about an upcoming destination begins 
with reading interesting travel sections in newspapers. Then, he will continue by 
looking at guides, books and also websites.

“And the other thing I think is really good, there's some very, very good newspapers and magazines  
 in the UK. [...] Like the Telegraph, The Sunday Times and the Guardian. (...) And they have very,   
 very good travel sections in them, and they also publish quite a lot that you can access online.”   
 (PG)

“I'll go to the bookstore, and I'll get a photo or something of that nature, and I'll buy a book that I  
 can read at my leisure, as opposed to having to look at something online. Because as I read at   
 leisure, it'll pinpoint various things. And then, I can go online and see what those are.” (PRO)

He doesn’t trust online reviews much: he prefers relying on advice and 
recommendation from friends and people he knows well.

“There is a lot of people who look on things like TripAdvisor. And I might have a look at that. But the  
 problem with TripAdvisor, I think it's very much it's a bit self-fulfilling and I don't think it necessarily  
 reflects a very objective viewpoint.” (PG)”

“We have friends who are experienced travelers and they might have experienced something or   
 gone to places where we haven't been or things that we have left out. So that's in an information  
 gathering.” (PG)

He prefers storing the information he collected as hard copies, rather than digital. 
Once everything is organized in a folder, he would bring it along with him during the 
trip

“He prefers storing the information he collected as hard copies, rather than digital. Once everything  
 is organized in a folder, he would bring it along with him during the trip.

“I actually use an old-fashioned pocket file (...) which normally, like, you know, 20 pocket files. It's   
 quite thick, okay, and then you actually stuff per pocket just maybe one destination.” (PG)

“I'm old school, so I will write down and print out confirmations so that I've got the itinerary printed  
 out as well.” (PRO)

Information Gathering

He enjoys spending some time devising their next trip. It’s a fun activity for him, and 
the anticipation it’s part of the excitement for the upcoming travel.

“I sort of enjoy doing it. I mean, it's fun, so the time that it takes doesn't really bother me.” (PRO)

He often does the initial planning about a destination or draft itinerary in collaboration 
with his wife.

“I do 95% of the work and I'll go over it with my wife like when we get to a preliminary list of what we  
 wanna see, and then she'll add to it, or take away from it depending upon her input.” (PG)

Once he identifies an outline of the intended itinerary, which is not overcrowded with 
activities and details, he hands it over to his long-known and trusted travel agent for 
sorting out the rest.

“I'm a relationship person and I've got a terrific relationship with this travel agent here in Dallas now.  
 They've planned so many things for us. I know I've got three people over there that you get on the  
 phone, and there's three people trying to figure out how to help you.” (PG)

“I could have probably done all the research, but it's just so time consuming starting from scratch.   
 So we decided, actually it was my husband that reached out to a couple different travel groups to  
 get some information.” (PRO)

Planning

When it comes to booking, he prefers to deal directly with a human, whether it is in 
person or by phone. He doesn’t really trust purchasing over the internet for these 
types of travel, with the only exception being airfare, which he sometimes books 
himself.

“Half the time you can't even get to talk to a person once you've done something online, and you   
 go through and end up talking to some algorithm. I just don't want to do that. In terms of luxury,   
 the more you want to feel that you're talking to someone who's an expert in it”. (PG)

“I might do the research online, but then I like to talk to people and I like the fact that I'm talking to  
 a person one-to-one and they can give me some advice about doing this or that.” (PG)

Even if price is often not an issue for him, he still enjoys getting a good deal upon 
booking. He therefore prefers booking quite in advance or using loyalty points.

“We will have something in mind, but we virtually always book on board simply because you get an  
 extra level of discount if you book on board.” (PG)

“We just book through Delta because we have status and we try to book through Marriott because  
 we also have status there.” (PRO)

Booking

Pre-booking process

Legend: PRO = Prospects   PG = Past Guests
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